
English  Prepositions  List 

 

 English Your language (but remember, some will not translate exactly) 

 

of   _________________________ 

for   _________________________ 

from   _________________________ 

to   _________________________ 

at   _________________________ 

in   _________________________ 

out (of)  _________________________ 

into   _________________________ 

inside (of)   _________________________ 

outside(of)  _________________________ 

with   _________________________ 

without  _________________________ 

before   _________________________ 

after   _________________________ 

during   _________________________ 

on   _________________________ 

onto   _________________________ 

in front of   _________________________ 

behind  _________________________ 

over   _________________________ 

above   _________________________ 

on top of  _________________________ 

under   _________________________ 

below   _________________________ 

beneath  _________________________ 

between  _________________________ 

next to  _________________________ 

through  _________________________ 

around  _________________________ 

across (from)  _________________________ 

about   _________________________ 



 

 

AT, ON, IN 

“At” is the most specific,  

the narrowest 

 

“In” is the most general, 

the biggest 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PRACTICE 

 

Use at, on, in, in (4 sentences) to answer each of the the following questions.  Where were you born?  

When were you born?  Where and when was your first child born? 

 

 

 

 

 

AT 

ON 

IN 

TIME 

 

AT=exact time 

at 3:15 

 

ON=day 

on Monday  

 

IN=month/year 

in March 

in 1998 

PLACE 

 

AT=exact place, 

address or building 

at Macy’s 

at 1900 Fruitvale Ave. 

 

ON=street 

on Harrison Blvd. 

 

IN=city/state/country 

in Oakland 

in California 

in the USA 

Times of day are special.   

You say: 

 At night  In the morning 

 At noon -but- In the afternoon 

 At midnight  In the evening 

 At dawn  In the middle of the night 



PARTS OF SPEECH 

Nouns 

 Person _________father, mechanic___ _________________________ 

 Place  _______Berkeley, kitchen____ _________________________ 

 Thing _______pencil, tree_________ _________________________ 

 Concept ______cooperation, love____ _________________________ 

Articles 

 1._____A_______ 2.______________ 3._____________ 

 

Verbs 

 Action _______Write, run_________ _________________________ 

 Non-Action _____Have, be________ _________________________ 

 Linking Verbs: ___look, seem_____  _________________________ 

Conjunctions 

 Coordinating (FANBOYS)_and___ _________________________ 

 Subordinating____because_______ _________________________ 

Adjectives 

 Feeling ________happy_________ _________________________ 

 Description ____long, blue______ _________________________ 

 Personality____generous________ _________________________ 

 Possessive_____my____________ _________________________ 

Adverbs 

 Time (frequency)___always_______ _________________________ 

 Manner______quickly____________ _________________________ 

 Intensity______incredibly, very____ _________________________ 

Prepositions 

 Time ________before___________ _________________________ 

 Place ________under____________ _________________________ 

 Relationship___with_____________ 

Pronouns 

 Subject________I, he____________ _________________________ 

 Object_________me, them________ _________________________ 

 Possessive______mine, yours_____ _________________________ 

 Relative Pronoun___which_______ _________________________ 

Interjections 

 ____________Oh!______________ _________________________



Prepositional Phrase or Direct Object? 

•  A prepositional phrase answers when, where, with whom, for whom 

• A direct object answers what or who (a noun) 

• A direct object is a noun or pronoun 

• A prepositional phrase starts with a preposition and ends with a noun or pronoun. 

I eat what?  I eat chocolate.  (object) 

I eat where?  I eat at home.  (prepositional phrase) 

I eat with whom?  I eat with my husband.  (prepositional phrase) 

 

She drove what?  She drove a car. (object) 

She drove who?  She drove me there.  (me=object) 

She drove where?  She drove to the airport  (to the airport =prepositional phrase) 

She drove for whom?  She drove for Uber.  (for Uber = prepositional phrase) 

 

Is this an object or a prepositional phrase? 

1.  noun   prepositional phrase to school 

2.  noun   prepositional phrase a ball 

3.  noun   prepositional phrase with my brother 

4.  noun   prepositional phrase her son 

5.  noun   prepositional phrase for class 

6.  noun   prepositional phrase John 

Does this sentence have an object, a prepositional phrase, or both? 

1.  obj  prep. phrase    both I go to school at Laney. 

2.  obj  prep. phrase    both My sister bought a car from me. 

3.  obj  prep. phrase    both The kids are playing soccer. 

4.  obj  prep. phrase    both The kids are playing after school. 

5.  obj  prep. phrase    both We like the food at that restaurant. 

Verbs that must have objects 

(transitive verbs) 

Verbs that can’t have objects 

(intransitive verbs) 

Verbs that can go either way – 

with an object or not. 

take, give, bring go, come, arrive eat, drink 

buy, sell agree, discuss drive, play 

tell, say work, live, die wake 

make, do run, walk, jump study, read, write 

send sleep, sit,wait speak 

enjoy, like, hate, love cry, laugh, smile leave 

 


